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wenty-four hours into the
storm a tent pole finally
failed. We didn’t hear its
surrendering snap; the
hurricane-force wind and the
flysheet’s deafening flap drowned all else
out. But we knew it had gone because
our synthetic cocoon was now flattened
against our faces.
Shivering in sleeping bags on a Siberian
mountain flank 50 miles below the Arctic
Circle, we knew something had to be
done. The damage needed assessing and
it was my turn to venture outside. Within
seconds I lost purchase on the snow crust
and was blown 40 yards down a slope
before being deposited in a snowbank.
The tent was just visible, a faint flicker
of red bent low in the cruel whiteness.
My companion, Callie, and I hadn’t
seen a person or building for three weeks
and were another full week from the next
settlement. With the wind chill pushing
the minus 30C temperature twice as low,
I crawled back to the tent and there
followed a fretful 12-hour vigil: knees
and shins jammed against the surviving
windward pole, unable to talk, eat, sleep
or relieve ourselves while the biting cold
crept up our legs.
It had been two months since an old
Soviet tank deposited us in minus 40C
at our start line on the Russian Arctic
coast. Six months remained of our
5,200-mile journey tracing the
border between Europe and Asia
— talk about life on the edge.
My interest in this border began at
primary school. I remember thinking
that Eurasia looked very much like
one vast continent, not two. But at
eight years old I wasn’t inclined to
question orthodoxy. Two decades later
I found myself casting around for another
arduous journey. I had recently
completed a four-year bicycle odyssey
covering more than 40,000 miles, mostly
in Europe and Asia. An adventure travel
writer by trade, I needed a new challenge
to scratch the eternal itch.
Demarcating Europe and Asia turns out
to be a very old idea. Ancient, in fact. The
Greek philosopher Anaximander first did
it in the 6th century BC. Over millennia
the supposed border he drew shifted,
eventually ossifying in its present position
about 300 years ago. I had found the
route for my next expedition.
From the frigid Kara Sea the border
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runs 1,000 miles south along Russia’s
Ural mountains. In their foothills the
Ural River takes up the baton and
carries it 1,509 snaking miles across the
Kazakh Steppe to the Caspian Sea. From
here one must trace the coast to Baku,
the capital of Azerbaijan, from where the
Caucasus mountains lunge 500 miles
westward to the home straight along
Turkey’s Black Sea coast and a finish line
on the Bosphorus.
We would ski the mountains, paddle
the river and pedal the remainder —
a triathlon of epic proportions.
To keep me company — and alive
— I invited Callie Morgigno, an Alaskan
mountaineer with a number of wintry
successes to her name. We’d met only
once, several years earlier, cycling in
Tajikistan. She was hardy and jovial,
and just the sort of company I wanted
for eight months in the wild.
From Moscow we travelled 45 hours
by train to Vorkuta, a gulag camp turned
coal-mining town, where we ate reindeer
and saw the northern lights. Then the
tank ride, and then nothingness. Blank,
featureless tundra under blank,
featureless sky. The first month was a rude
awakening. The perpetual winds made
progress pitiful and we were rarely treated
to clear skies. Each day eight hours were
spent hauling sleds across what felt like
the inside of a ping-pong ball, followed by
16 hours shivering in a tent and eating less
than we needed. Callie was steadfast and
stoical; I complained constantly.
One morning we were approached by
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two Nenets, the indigenous nomadic
herders of the region, clad in reindeer
skins and straddling a snowmobile. In
fledgling Russian I explained our mission.
They seemed amused. A day later, when
we first crossed the precise border, I
understood why: Asia turned out to be
every bit the purgatorial white wasteland
that Europe had been.
The mountains rose slowly and we
relished the definition they gave to the
world. The Urals top out at just 6,217ft,
but their tallest cluster of mountains were
steep and sublime, with hard-won passes
offering bewitching vistas. After the storm
that broke the tent we reached the town
of Inta — and were promptly arrested.
A court found us guilty of “committing
tourism while travelling on business
visas”. We feared deportation; in the
event we were fined £30 and set loose.
As spring arrived our path was marked
by the fresh tracks of 700lb brown bears.
In late May we skied for a week along a
frozen river in 24-hour daylight. We had
been on skis for three months when the
thaw came and we located the Ural River’s
source. A small bridge over the ankle-deep
spring marked the continental divide —
a single, boggy step from west to east in
a serene silver birch forest.
We sent our ski gear home and
bought an inflatable tandem kayak from
a Siberian villager. In this clumsy craft we
nosed down the winding early waterways,
frequently blocked by fallen trees. As the
river widened and our arms strengthened,
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it started to feel like a holiday. When
skiing we had talked relatively little, each
in our own cold world. It was on the river
— with long days to natter away in our
little kayak — that we became firm friends.
This was Siberia’s fleeting sweet spot,
when the cold relents and the infinite
mosquitoes are yet to hatch. Long
afternoon paddles were fuelled by syrupy
boxed wine bought in tiny village shops.
The early villages had rope-and-board
footbridges with hand-painted signs
welcoming crossers to Europe or Asia.
Embracing the novelty we camped
alternately on the two continents, mostly
in flowering meadows or forests carpeted
with pungent wild garlic.
Across the Kazakh border lay Uralsk.
Here we stayed on Eurasia Avenue,
a few doors down from Eurasian Bank.
Apparently the Kazakhs — like the Nenets
— saw no great distinction between the
lands on either side of the border.
It was now high summer, and we
tackled the Kazakh Steppe in a two-week
sprint — 700 miles of scorched land with
clouds of mosquitoes. Temperatures
hovered in the high 40s. Lunch would be
taken standing up to our necks in the river
while camels came down to the water,
legs oscillating in the heat haze.
Twenty miles beyond the city of Atyrau
the banks flattened into floating reed
beds. We had finally reached the Caspian.
One mile short of open water we were
turned back by Kazakh police manning
an anti-smuggling post. “Guns? Drugs?” I
asked. “Caviar,” came the reply. The Ural’s
depths are home to 15ft beluga sturgeon
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with eggs valued at £1,400 a pound.
Cheap Chinese mountain bikes from the
bazaar were to carry us the final 2,500
miles; two months through lands where
continental identity felt especially
confused. The Eurasian Steppe stretches
from Austria to the Pacific, and has always
been a migrant highway for nomadic
tribes. After Astrakhan — a Silk Road city
captured from Tamerlane’s descendants
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by Ivan the Terrible — came
Kalmykia, a republic within
Europe peopled by
Buddhists of Mongol
origin. Then on to
Baku, Eurovision
host in 2012.
Many Georgians
see themselves as
an isolated outpost
of European
Christendom. An old
man we met after
arriving in the
country even
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in Europe. All those we spoke to longed
to join the EU.
Following a shortcut in the Caucasus
Mountains we splashed across a shallow
river. On the far bank we were abruptly
arrested again. Under the watchful gaze
of President Putin’s portrait, FSB officers
informed us that we had strayed into
South Ossetia, the region annexed by
Russian invasion in 2008.
The interrogation was to last five
exhausting hours. We were driven to a
cell in the capital, Tskhinvali, then a guilty
verdict and another fine were handed
down before we were relinquished to the
Georgians in a barbed-wire-and-minefield
border scene redolent of le Carré.
The final three weeks flew by. Turkey’s
Black Sea coast in early autumn was
dreamlike — a thousand miles of smooth
roads, with warm days, regular café
pitstops and beach camping. There
was time for reflection too: I became
convinced that the border we had spent
eight months tracing was an anachronism
best forgotten in the modern world.
British schools still teach that Europe
and Asia are divided. However, we found
that the vast majority of those living along
this fabricated fault line either didn’t
know or didn’t care. Thus persuaded that
Eurasia is one supercontinent, Callie
and I fell in with the traffic seeping into
Istanbul. Together we dipped our hands
in the Bosphorus, while looking across at
the magnificent mosques in what I used
to call Europe.
Charlie Walker is an adventurer, writer
and speaker (cwexplore.com)

